Looks, Feels, and Tastes Like A Real Cigarette!

Smoker’s #1 Choice

- SMOKE ANYWHERE.
- $1,000’s in Savings!
- No Tar, No Ash and No Bad Odors.
- Get The Same Nicotine Fix, But With Freedom

FREE SHIPPING 1 YEAR WARRANTY

Shopping Emerald Lux (Choose Category Below)

EMERALDLUX PERSONAL VAPORIZER

- TWO eGO BATTERIES
- TWO DISPOSABLE TANKS
- ONE BOTTLE OF eJUICE
- AC ADAPTER
- USB TRAVEL CHARGER
- TRAVEL CARRYING CASE

BUY IT NOW!

STARTER KITS  CARTRIDGES  ACCESSORIES

Why Emerald Lux?
Our electronic cigarettes (or e-cigarettes) taste and feel just like tobacco cigarettes yet are completely smoke and tar free. They also come in a variety of nicotine levels from 0–16mg. The “smoking” sensation you'll experience is just like that of a real cigarette, but without all the adverse side effects. Emerald Lux is a more cost-efficient way to smoke and our e-cigarettes can be enjoyed in most public areas, even where regular cigarettes are prohibited. Try out smokeless e-cigarettes and see why thousands are giving up their traditional cigarettes and going Green.

Smoke Emerald Lux Anywhere

- Restaurants
- Bars / Clubs
- Hotel Rooms
- Airports
- Local Parks

Get Started With Emerald Lux To Stop Smoking

Emerald Lux smokeless e-cigarettes are the cleanest, highest quality premium electronic cigarette brand, crafted to give you the best chance of smoking cessation as you stop smoking traditional cigarettes and move on to best part of your life. Emerald Lux features smoke atomization technology and two levels of nicotine compression. We also offer a combination of accessories carefully chosen to enhance the style and simple enjoyment you experience with each puff from the best e-cigarette product ever produced! The Emerald Lux Premium Box Set includes everything you'll need to stop smoking dangerous cigarettes that damage our environment, while you can begin to live green and breathe as clean as the Emerald Isle!

As Green As You Can Get

Atomization technology, renewable flameless cartridges and rechargeable batteries make the Emerald Lux electronic cigarette system the safest and cleanest way to enjoy e-cigarettes without any of the guilt or environmental impact that many smokers associate with burning tobacco products. The environment is vital for everyone on our planet and we all need to do our part to safeguard it against the many hazards that traditional cigarettes cause – ranging from wildfire deforestation to second-hand smoke and other forms of pollution. Going green really is important and Emerald Lux is about as green as you can get!

Recent Blog Posts

Emerald Lux Leads The Way With New Electronic Cigarette Ver.2 Flavor Cartomizers

Now, with the release of highly anticipated Ver.2 Flavor Cartomizers, Emerald Lux is leading the w...

Emerald Lux Electronic Cigarettes More Advanced And Affordable

Emerald Lux smokeless e-cigarettes are the cleanest, highest quality premium electronic cigarette...

Emerald Lux Unveils New Ver.2 Improved Electronic Cigarettes

Emerald Lux was among the first providers of a smoke-free electronic cigarette system capable of ...

Contact Us

Toll Free: (888) 412-6086
Office Hours: Mon–Fri 7am–4pm PST
Email: sales@emeraldlux.com
Twitter: EmeraldLux
Facebook: EmeraldLux

WARNING: This product is intended for use by persons 18 or older, and not by children, women who are pregnant or breastfeeding, or persons with or at risk of heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, or taking medicine for depression or asthma. If you have a demonstrated allergy or sensitivity to nicotine or any combination of inhalants, consult your physician before using this product. This product is sold purely for recreational purposes – it is not a smoking cessation product and has not been tested as such. You must be

http://www.emeraldlux.com/